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Dear Animal Lovers on Koh Samui,

May 2015
Another month has passed and my husband and I are happy to be back on Samui (after our yearly trip to
Germany) and be amongst all the animals again and of course it also feels good that our manager Wit, our great
team of long term volunteers as well as our helpers have given their very best to keep everything together while
we were away. I am also happy to announce that it looks like we have finally found someone who will take over
some management at our shelter in Baan Taling Ngam and hopefully will commit to coming and check things at
the shelter on a daily basis. While our ‘outside and Temple Team’ Linda, Jay and Tom have their hands full with
treating and the care taking of uncountable dogs and cats outside the shelter, someone responsible enough to
keep things together at the shelter has been missing. Stefan from Switzerland is a very dedicated volunteer and
will support us with his time at the shelter. There is a lot to do and to check as well as organise every single day
and we hope Stefan will be up to the challenge and makes it also for me and Jay who are working single
handedly in the office a little more easy to keep up with often overwhelming work we have to get done –
especially when it comes to the many dogs waiting at the shelter for their departure into a new home in Europe
or anywhere else in the world, we could really use a helping hand with taking care of updates and pictures
for their future owners. I
would like to say a big
Thank You to the whole
team who have done a
great job while I was
away in Germany –
especially also to our
volunteer flying in from
Germany to stay in our
house and office in
Chaweng during this
time. Martina did a great
job and had everything
under control, allowing
me to have a bit of a
holiday too. THANK YOU
MARTINA FOR COMING
TO SAMUI and we hope
we can count on you
again in the future, you
did a great job as always!

Operation list April 2015
DOG (FEMALE)
102

DOG (MALE)
10

CAT (FEMALE)
19

CAT (MALE)
3

OTHER
9

TOTAL
143

Thank you very much for all your help. We hope we can count on your continued support so that we can mak e even more
progress in the future. We believe our efforts to make Koh Samui more animal-friendly have made it a happier and safer place
for tourists, for which the tourists are grateful. Our four-legged friends are most grat eful for your contribution!

Best wishes
Brigitte and The DRCSF-Team

